RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE SUPERINTENDENT

TO

THE RALEIGH COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION

(For the 2018-2019 School Year)

Tuesday, MARCH 27, 2018
ADMINISTRATION

A. The following Administrators are being recommended by the Superintendent for Transfer and Subsequent Assignment for the 2018-2019 school term.

- Rebecca Hendrick – from Principal – Sophia Soak Creek Elementary (215-day employment term) to Not Placed
- William Wood Jr. – from Assistant Principal – Beckley Elementary (205-day employment term) to Not Placed
- Lisa Adkins – from Principal – Lester Elementary (215-day employment term) to Not Placed
- Tammy Acord – from Principal – Stratton Elementary (215-day employment term) to Not Placed
- Eric Lester – from Assistant Principal – Stratton Elementary (205-day employment term) to Not Placed
- Shanna Regester – from Principal – Ghent Elementary (215-day employment term) to Not Placed

ELEMENTARY TEACHERS

A. The following Elementary Teachers are being recommended by the Superintendent for Transfer and Subsequent Assignment for the 2018-2019 school term.

- Melissa Campbell – from Third Grade Teacher – Stanaford Elementary to Fourth Grade Teacher – Stanaford Elementary
- Holly Kuhn – from Second Grade Teacher – Shady Spring Elementary to Third Grade Teacher – Shady Spring Elementary
- Breanna Rider – from Fifth Grade Teacher – Crab Orchard Elementary to Not Placed
- Geoffrey Kincaid – from Fifth Grade Teacher – Lester Elementary to Not Placed
- Mary Elder – from Fourth Grade Teacher – Stanaford Elementary to Not Placed
- Amanda Steele – from Multicategorical Teacher – Lester Elementary to Not Placed
- Maygon Mollohan – from Physical Education Teacher – Lester Elementary & Clear Fork District Elementary to Physical Education Teacher – Clear Fork District Elementary

B. The following Elementary Teachers are being recommended by the Superintendent for Termination and Placement on a preferred recall list as a result of a reduction in the work force.

- Alicia Carver – Multicategorical Teacher – Stratton Elementary
- Kim Otte – First Grade Teacher – Stratton Elementary
- Elijah Nichols – Third Grade Teacher – Sophia Soak Creek Elementary
- Brandon Yost – Fifth Grade Teacher – Coal City Elementary
- Kera Trotter – Fourth Grade Teacher – Sophia Soak Creek Elementary
- Samantha Chapman – Fifth Grade Teacher – Marsh Fork Elementary
- Adam Miller – STEAM Teacher – Stratton Elementary
SECONDARY TEACHERS

A. The following Secondary Teachers are being recommended by the Superintendent for Transfer and Subsequent Assignment for the 2018-2019 school term.

Neil Byrge – from Marketing Instructor – Academy of Careers and Technology to Not Placed

B. The following Secondary Teachers are being recommended by the Superintendent for Termination and Placement on a preferred recall list as a result of a reduction in the work force.

Emma McGinnis – Business Education Teacher – Shady Spring High

COUNSELORS

A. The following Counselors are being recommended by the Superintendent for Transfer and Subsequent Assignment for the 2018-2019 school term.

Crystal Hosey – from ½ Counselor – Clear Fork District Elementary to Not Placed
Shelly White – from Counselor – Coal City Elementary & Cranberry Prosperity Elementary to Not Placed

B. The following Counselors are being recommended by the Superintendent for Termination and Placement on a preferred recall list as a result of a reduction in the work force.

Holley Foley – from Counselor – Stratton Elementary

FEDERAL PROGRAMS

A. Recommended for Transfer – eff. 2018-2019 school term

Emily Persinger – from Fifth Grade Teacher – Ridgeview Elementary to Title I Teacher – Ridgeview Elementary
Cynthia Price – from Second Grade Teacher – Coal City Elementary to Title I Teacher – Coal City Elementary
Michelle Ray – from Third Grade Teacher – Coal City Elementary to Title I Teacher – Ridgeview Elementary
Charlotte Turner – from First Grade Teacher – Coal City Elementary to Title I Teacher – Coal City Elementary

AIDES

A. The following Aides are being recommended by the Superintendent for Transfer and Subsequent Assignment for the 2018-2019 school term.

Nancy Chambers – Instructional/Bus #88 am/Multicategorical Aide IV (Crab Orchard Elementary) to Not Placed
Mollie Coleman – Instructional/Bus/Multicategorical One-on-One Female Aide IV (Trap Hill Middle) to Not Placed
COOKS

A. The following Cooks are being recommended by the Superintendent for Transfer and Subsequent Assignment for the 2018-2019 school term

Melody King – Cook II – Crab Orchard Elementary to Not Placed

CUSTODIANS

A. The following Custodians are being recommended by the Superintendent for Transfer and Subsequent Assignment for the 2018-2019 school term

Pamela Ward – Custodian III – Woodrow Wilson High (230-day employment term) to Not Placed